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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

COLOURS

The R5BT looks perfect on your garden 
patio, performing your playlist until the sun 
goes down.

range <40m2

description compact design radio
radio AM/FM tuner analogue
frequencies FM 87,5 - 108MHz

AM 540 - 1600kHz
FM/AM antenna external
dynamic bass compensation yes
power amplifier 4 W RMS
loudspeaker 3“
input aux / microphone
headphone connection yes
battery rechargeable
power supply 230V
dimensions (h x w x d) 192 x 95 x 115mm
weight/piece 1,75kg
housing ABS rubber
colour black /  white / silver

The compact retro radio in 
trendy colours and a hip rubber 
finish. A design that sets the 
right tone, with sleek lines and 
a subdued illuminated tuning 
knob. Thanks to the built-in 
rechargeable battery, you 
can take your music wherever 
you go (battery life: 12 hours). 
Option of connecting to an 
external source. The Bluetooth 
function allows you to make a 
wireless connection with any 
tablet or smartphone.

RUBBER FINISH

black / white  /  silver

The illuminated tuning 
knob makes sound 

quality ‘visible’.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

COLOURS

No need for an annoying headset anymore. 
In next to no time, the R5BT can turn a 
ordinary beach into a beach party.

range <40m2

description compact design radio
radio AM/FM tuner analogue
frequencies FM 87,5 - 108MHz

AM 540 - 1600kHz
FM/AM antenna external
dynamic bass compensation yes
power amplifier 4 W RMS
loudspeaker 3“
input aux / microphone
headphone connection yes
battery rechargeable
power supply 230V
dimensions (h x w x d) 192 x 95 x 115mm
weight/piece 1,75kg
housing ABS high gloss
colour black / white /  red

The compact retro radio in 
trendy colours or in a deluxe 
look featuring a high-gloss finish. 
A design that sets the right tone, 
with sleek lines and a subdued 
illuminated tuning knob. Thanks 
to the built-in rechargeable 
battery, you can take your music 
wherever you go (battery life: 
12 hours). Option of connecting 
to an external source. The 
Bluetooth function allows you to 
make a wireless connection with 
any tablet or smartphone.

HIGH GLOSS FINISH

high gloss: black /  white /  red

The illuminated tuning 
knob makes sound 

quality ‘visible’.


